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Between 1502 and 1866, 12.5 million Africans were transported by ships from Africa sailing to the new world as 
slaves.  Approximately 11.2 million disembarked in the New World.  Approximately 450,000 came to the United 
States; 388,000 came directly, and another 70,000 or so stopped briefly in the Caribbean and then came.  The 
remaining 10.75 million Africans went to the Caribbean and Latin America. 1 
 
Slavery was not new to Africa or to the world in general.  In his book The Slave Trade, Hugh Thomas writes about the 
long history of slavery in the world.  He quotes Aristotle in, Politics “Humanity is divided into two: the Masters and 
the Slaves.”  In many cases, slavery occurs out of wars, where the losers’ enslavement was equivalent to the 
treatment of dealt to prisoners of war.2 
While it was true that slavery was common in Africa, the nature and conditions of many of the slaves were nothing 
like the horror that the enslaved would come to know in Europe and the New World.  In Africa: 
1 African slaves and their masters were of the same race. 
2 Enslavement did not mean entering a completely alien world.  Most slaves and their captors looked much alike, 

spoke similar languages, practiced similar ceremonies, ate similar food, and had similar traditions and 
customs. 

3 As stated above many slaves in Africa were criminals or prisoners of war. 
4 Slaves often lived and worked under conditions quite like those of their captors, though they lacked status in the 

tribe.2 
Not all African slaves were treated alike; it varied from tribe to tribe, from time and place, as well as from master to 
master.  As the African economy changed so did slave-owners’ view of their slaves.  The slave became a sign of 
wealth and prosperity and in some cases the only property the master’s owned.3 
While slaves had been captured by sea or war, the international trade of slaves began in earnest around 1444 when 
the Portuguese trader, Lancarote de Freitas, formed a company that specialized in African trade.  De Freitas 
brought a fleet of ships and filled them with 200 slaves he had purchased and returned them to Portugal.  By 1448, 
about 1,000 slaves had been carried back to Portugal or the Portuguese Island (the Azores, Madeira).4  This was 
followed by other Europeans, such as the Spaniard, Dutch and English.  Beginning in 1636, the British colony of 
America began its quest for slaves. 
Slavery in Europe and the New World was horrific.  In the Americas: 
1 African slaves and their masters were of different races. 
2 Enslavement meant entering a completely alien world, with different languages and customs.  Slaves and their 

captors looked different, spoke different languages, practiced different ceremonies, ate different foods, and 
had different traditions and customs. 

3 Africans in The Americas were not criminals or prisoners of war. 
4 Slaves lived and worked under horrible conditions to support their captors and lacked any status or civil rights. 
 ________________________ 
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